Abstract: Image forgery creation is analyzed from 9 dimensional convex equation analysis
INTRODUCTION
Image forgery is created based on 9 dimensional convex equations and their analysis. 
EQUATIONS AND THEIR ANALYSIS
A
CREATION OF FORGED IMAGE 3.1 Projection of considered image
The image equation is calculated based on backpropagation neural network's weight vectors as seen in reference [2] . 
Detection of forged image
Equations whose null spaces of projections on the 9 convex shapes are taken. If there is an intersection of this equation with that of the image equation the image is not forged. Equations whose null spaces of projections on the 9 convex shapes are taken. If there is an intersection of this equation with that of the image equation the image is not forged. This analysis is repeated for all the null spaces arrived for at the convex equational base. This is extended to one more dimension to seek whether the image is forged. Projections are taken from this equation onto the convex shapes on these convex equations to create a forged image.
